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Banana Panda Inc. is a US-based company created by the founders
of Bright Junior Media with the goal of adapting its successful
European brand for the American market.
We specialize in puzzles, educational toys and games dedicated
to all little explorers who are curious about the world.
What are Banana Panda values?
We are a family-run company focused on the relationship between
parents and their children. Our mission is to enrich their special bond,
as well as inspire and excite through educational games and play.
Great graphic design really matters to us, because we believe
it really matters to our customers.
We care enormously about the quality of our products. We always
use the best, safe, top-quality components. We double check every
element of our products before they are shipped to stores. All of our
products conform to CPSIA, ASTM and CE Safety Regulations.
We truly value long-term relationships with our customers.
We listen carefully and respond to their honest feedback which
helps us to develop our products and improve them every day.

We love what we do.
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Suuuper Size Puzzles and Games

Suuuper Size Puzzle
Animal Match
for ages 2+

6

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Helps develop manual dexterity

33x28x7cm/13x11x2.5”

Supports vision and spatial imagination

Product dimensions

Trains logical thinking and creativity

Completed puzzle measures
96x64cm/37.5x25”

Jumbo puzzle pieces made of high-quality,
thick cardboard are perfect for little hands
The large, keepsake box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Set contains
34 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 16x16cm/6x6”
A colorful 34-piece floor puzzle that encourages
toddlers to play creatively in a variety of ways:
you can assemble 6 puzzles with different animals
or combine them to form one large picture. Kids
are also free to mix up 10 round-shaped pieces
to change the animal habitats.

Hop! Mix up the pieces
to change the animal
habitats!

Giant floor puzzle
7

Suuuper Size Puzzles and Games
Suuuper Size Puzzle
On the Farm
for ages 2+

Suuuper Size Puzzle
Little Creatures
for ages 2+

8

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception and concentration

33x28x7cm/13x11x2.5”

Promotes hand-eye coordination
Improves manual dexterity
Jumbo puzzle pieces made of high-quality,
thick cardboard are perfect for little hands
The large, keepsake box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Product dimensions
Completed puzzle measures
98x68cm/38.5x26.5”
Each set contains
35 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 14x14cm/5.5.x5.5”
These 35-piece jumbo floor puzzles are the perfect
way to introduce kids to the fun of puzzles. Little
hands will find it easy to match big, sturdy pieces,
while appealing illustrations will help children
learn about animals, nature and colors.

Jumbo puzzle pieces!

Thick, sturdy cardboard,
perfect for little hands
Huge play value for little kids
9

Suuuper Size Puzzles and Games

Suuuper Size
Memory Game
for ages 2+

10

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Extra-large, jumbo pieces made of high-quality,
thick cardboard, are ideal for little hands

33x28x7cm/13x11x2.5”

Perfect for training memory, concentration
and cognitive thinking
Excellent as flash cards for teaching first words
The large, keepsake box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Product dimensions
Piece size: 16x16cm/6x6”
Set contains
24 large pieces
12 pairs
The classic memory game reinvented with jumbo
(6x6”) floor cards, made of durable, sturdy
cardboard. The format makes this product ideal
as a group game, e.g. in preschool and as flash
cards for teaching first words at home.

Ideal for training
memory and
concentration

Excellent as
flash cards

Extra-large format,
perfect for group play
11

Suuuper Size Puzzles and Games

Suuuper Size Puzzles
My Body

+ educational
poster

for ages 3+

18.5"

12

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Promotes hand-eye coordination

33x28x7cm/13x11x2.5”

Trains perception and concentration
Teaches about the human body in a funny
and comprehensible way
Includes a large (48x68cm/19x26.5”) double-sided
educational poster with lots of facts about
the human body and senses
Puzzle pieces made of high-quality,
thick cardboard are perfect
for little hands

Product dimensions
Each puzzle measures 47x25cm/18.5x10”
Set contains
84 large pieces
6 jumbo puzzles

The large, keepsake box with
a practical handle makes
it a great gift

Fun way to
learn about
human body!

Creative play inviting kids to discover
the human body. Six large floor puzzles
(18.5”) with interchangeable pieces and
the double-sided poster included make
these puzzles a great educational gift.

Educational,
double-sided
poster
13

Suuuper Size Puzzles and Games

Suuuper Size Puzzle
Alphabet Train
for ages 3+

14

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception and concentration

33x28x7cm/13x11x2.5”

Promotes hand-eye coordination
Encourages children to learn the alphabet
and new words
Jumbo puzzle pieces made of high-quality,
thick cardboard are perfect for little hands
The large, keepsake box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Product dimensions
Completed puzzle measures
350x15cm/137.5x6”
Set contains
52 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 15x6.5cm/6x2.5”

Suuuper looong
puzzle train!

This 52-piece puzzle is a great introduction
to the world of letters. A really long (137.5”) puzzle
with detailed, funny illustrations will encourage kids
to discover friendly passengers and learn
the alphabet.

Vibrant illustration
with lots of details
to find

Trains perception
and concentration
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Looong Puzzles

Looong Puzzle
Ocean
for ages 2+

Looong Puzzle
Safari
for ages 3+

16

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception and concentration

33x14x7cm/13x5.5x2.5”

Promotes hand-eye coordination
Improves manual dexterity
Jumbo puzzle pieces made of high-quality,
thick cardboard are perfect for little hands
The handy, keepsake box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Panoramic floor puzzles with sturdy pieces, perfect
for toddlers. The 27-piece puzzle invites kids to dive
into ocean depths and discover a colorful world
of fascinating creatures, while the vibrant 40-piece
puzzle introduces kids to the savanna with plenty
of exotic animals to find.

Product dimensions
Completed puzzle measures
98x33cm/38.5x13”
Set contains
Ocean
27 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 11x11cm/4.5x4.5”
Safari
40 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 10x8cm/4x3”

Giant
panoramic
puzzle

Promotes
hand-eye
coordination
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Looong Puzzles

Looong Puzzle
Construction Site
for ages 3+

Looong Puzzle
Stables
for ages 3+

18

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception and concentration

33x14x7cm/13x5.5x2.5”

Fosters curiosity and creativity by encouraging kids
to search for various solutions

Product dimensions

Promotes hand-eye coordination

Completed puzzle measures
98x33cm/38.5x13”

Improves manual dexterity
Large puzzle pieces made of high-quality,
thick cardboard are perfect for little hands
The handy, keepsake box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Each set contains
40 large pieces
These 40-piece panoramic jigsaw puzzles include
3 progressive puzzles (5-, 6- and 8-pcs) to be
assembled alone or fit into the illustration. Kids
will enjoy creating vibrant illustrations featuring
popular themes – horses or construction machines.

Panoramic puzzle
featuring three
progressive puzzles

Improves
manual
dexterity

Fosters curiosity
and creativity
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Observation Puzzles

Observation Puzzle
Forest
for ages 3+

Observation Puzzle
Garden
for ages 3+

+ educational
poster

Observation Puzzle
Space
for ages 4+

20

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception, concentration and visual memory

16.5x28x7cm/6.5x11x2.5”

The Observation Puzzle Space includes a large
double-sided educational poster with lots of fun
space facts – great educational value
Large puzzle pieces made of high-quality, thick
cardboard are perfect for little hands
The handy, keepsake box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift
An educational series of puzzles with plenty
of interesting things for little observers to find.
First, kids can put the 40-piece or 60-piece
jigsaw puzzle together, and then search for
the objects in the picture frame.

Product dimensions
Completed puzzle measures
48x68cm/19x26.5”
Set contains
Garden, Forest
40 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 10x8cm/4x3”
Space
60 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 8x7cm/3x2.5”
Large educational poster
(48x68cm/19x26.5”)

Trains visual
memory and
perception

Educational poster
- fun way to learn more
about space
21

Map Puzzles

+ educational
poster

What in the World
Animals Around the Globe
for ages 4+

22

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception, concentration and visual memory

33x14x7cm/13x5.5x2.5”

Includes 21 animal figures for creative play
Features a double-sided educational poster with
facts about animals in the world
Great educational value – perfect for learning
geographical and nature facts
Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality, thick
cardboard
The handy, keepsake box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

This puzzle invites kids to take a fascinating journey
around the globe, featuring both well-known
and exotic animals. Includes a double-sided
educational poster and 21 cardboard figures that
are perfect for pretend play and memory training.

Product dimensions
Completed puzzle measures
64x32cm/25x12.5”
Set contains
60 large pieces
Piece size: roughly 6x5.5cm/2.5x2”
Matching (64x32/25x12.5”)
educational poster
21 cardboard animal figures

Great
educational
value

Animal figures
for creative play
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Map Puzzles

What in the World
Young Explorers
for ages 6+

24

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception, concentration and visual memory

33x28x7cm/13x11x2.5”

Great educational value – perfect for learning about
nature, landmarks and discoveries

Product dimensions

Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality, thick
cardboard

Completed puzzle measures
98x68cm/38.5x26.5”

The large, keepsake box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Set contains
168 pieces

Assembling this 168-piece jumbo floor puzzle is
a fun way for young explorers to learn about the
world. Kids can discover wild animals and learn
about mysterious discoveries and curiosities in
every corner of the world!

Large box with a practical
handle - a great gift!

Piece size: roughly 7x5.5cm/2.5x2”

Perfect for learning
about nature, landmarks
and discoveries

Giant
floor puzzle
25

Fun Squared

Match the Buddies
Puzzles
for ages 15m+

26

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains logical thinking and concentration

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Helps develop motor skills
Extra-large puzzle pieces made of high-quality,
thick cardboard are perfect for little hands
The handy box with a practical handle makes it
a great gift
Creative play that serves as a first puzzle and
a sorting toy. It encourages toddlers to create
and discover while playing with round shapes.
Children are free to experiment and mix the
pieces, as the set promotes the natural dynamic
of learning instead of pushing kids into
self-correcting schemes.

Product dimensions
Each puzzle measures 18x10.5cm/7x4”
Set contains
24 pieces
12 puzzles

Encourages
kids to explore
non-obvious
combinations
Inspires
logical
thinking
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Fun Squared

Match the Baby
Puzzles
for ages 18m+

28

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains logical thinking and concentration

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Promotes hand-eye coordination
Extra-large puzzle pieces made of high-quality,
thick cardboard are perfect for little hands
The handy box with a practical handle makes it
a great gift

Product dimensions
Each puzzle measures 16x16cm/6x6”
Set contains
24 pieces

Twelve creative puzzles with large matching
elements for young problem-solvers.
Children are also free to mix and match
unique parent and child pairs. Round pieces
can be combined with Match the Buddies
Puzzles.

12 puzzles

finalist in the
Rookie of the Year
category

Inspires logical
thinking

Helps develop
motor skills
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Fun Squared

10.5"

Mix and Match
Animals
for ages 18m+

30

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Fosters curiosity and creativity

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Aids in learning new words and colors
Promotes hand-eye coordination
Large puzzle pieces made of high-quality, thick
cardboard are perfect for little hands
The handy box with a practical handle makes it
a great gift
Creative play combining eight puzzles for toddlers,
designed for mixing and matching pieces freely,
thus providing fantastic fun, developing manual
dexterity and fostering baby’s imagination.

Product dimensions
Each puzzle measures
11.5x27cm/4.5x10.5”
Set contains
24 pieces
8 puzzles

Fosters curiosity
and creativity

Excellent
for mixing
and matching
Improves
hand-eye
coordination
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Fun Squared
Hands at Play
Construction Vehicles
for ages 2+

Hands at Play
Farm Animals
for ages 2+

32

Product features

Packaging dimensions

An excellent way to practice association skills

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Helps develop hand-eye coordination
Helps children develop and master their
skills progressively
Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality,
thick cardboard
The handy box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Each set contains
22 pieces
4 large puzzles
A set of four large, uniquely shaped puzzles for fans
of construction vehicles or farm animals. Each puzzle
consists of 4 to 7 pieces so that the child can gradually
progress from simple to more complex ones.

4 large, uniquely
shaped puzzles
Great for practising
association skills

Perfect for
mastering skills
progressively
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Fun Squared

Let’s Play
Animal Bingo
for ages 2+

34

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception, concentration and logical thinking

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Teaches kids about winning and losing
Playing together guarantees great fun and fosters
parent-child interaction
Large pieces made of high-quality, thick cardboard
are perfect for little hands
The handy box with a practical handle makes it
a great gift
The rules are very simple - the first player to find
the right tokens and arrange them all on their
board wins! Colorful illustrations encourage kids to
learn about the world of animals and large, sturdy
pieces make this product a perfect first game.

Product dimensions
Boards: 15.5x17.5cm/6x7”
Tokens: 6.5cm/2.5” diameter
Set contains
6 boards
24 tokens

Great for training perception
and logical thinking

Large, sturdy pieces
and easy-to-follow rules

A perfect
first game!
35

Fun Squared

Let’s Play
Farm Dominoes
for ages 2+

36

Colorful, large pieces
and three ways to play

Product features
Three fun ways to play, depending on the player’s
age and skill level
Trains perception, concentration and logical thinking
Teaches kids about winning and losing
Playing together guarantees great fun and fosters
parent-child interaction
Large domino pieces made of high-quality, thick
cardboard are perfect for little hands
The handy box with a practical handle makes it
a great gift

Packaging dimensions
16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Domino size 6x12cm/2.5x4.5”
Set contains
28 double-sided dominoes

28 double-sided pieces which provide a pair
puzzle and two versions of a very popular game:
picture dominoes and classic dominoes. Thanks to
vibrant, colorful illustrations and simple rules, it’s
fun for the whole family.

Great beginner
game for little kids!

Fosters parent-child
interaction
37

Fun Squared

Figure it Out Puzzle
Farm
for ages 2+

38

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Develops manual dexterity

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Trains perception and concentration
Fosters curiosity and imagination
The 11 large animal figures included are ideal for
learning animals and pretend play

Product dimensions
Completed puzzle measures
48x32cm/19x12.5”

Large pieces made of high-quality, thick cardboard
are perfect for little hands

Set contains

The handy box with a practical handle makes it
a great gift

Piece size: roughly 9.5x8cm/3.5x3

20 large pieces
11 double-sided large animal figures
This 20-piece jigsaw puzzle is the perfect way to learn
about the farm and its animals. When assembling
pieces and playing with sturdy animal figures, toddlers
can learn colors, imitate animal sounds and make up
their own stories.

Jigsaw
puzzle and
large animal
figures

Ideal for learning about
animals and nature

Huge play value
for little kids
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Fun Squared

Figure it Out Puzzles
Vehicles in Action
for ages 3+

40

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains perception and concentration

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Improves manual dexterity
Fosters curiosity and imagination
The 8 figures included are ideal for pretend play
Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality,
thick cardboard
The handy box with a practical
handle makes it a great gift

Set contains
71 pieces (4 large puzzles)
8 cardboard figures
A perfect gift for little fans of action
vehicles featuring four progressive
puzzles (9-, 12-, 15- and 35-pcs) thanks
to which kids can improve their skills
gradually. The eight figures included
enable children to create their own
stories and play in a variety of ways.

4 progressive
puzzles for
preschoolers

Funny figures, ideal
for pretend play

Handy
keepsake box
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Mini Boxes

First Shapes
Circles
for ages 12m+

First Shapes
Squares and Triangles
for ages 18m+

42

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Encourages children to learn first shapes

13.5x13.5x6cm/5.5x5.5x2.5”

Trains logical thinking and concentration
Promotes hand-eye coordination
Large puzzle pieces made of high-quality, thick
cardboard are perfect for little hands
The small, travel-friendly box with a practical handle
is perfect for on-the-go fun and makes a great gift

Product dimensions
Each puzzle measures 11x11cm/4.5x4.5”
Each set contains
16 pieces
8 puzzles

Two creative sets, each including eight sturdy
puzzles. They can be used independently or mixed
and matched, thus expanding on the concept of
popular sorting toys - simple, educational puzzles
with appealing illustrations will help toddlers
understand shapes and develop motor skills.
Every match is a motivation to continue
a fascinating journey of discovery.

Perfect first puzzles
for one-year-olds

Encourage to learn
first shapes and
train logical thinking
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Mini Boxes

Puzzle Pairs
Animals
for ages 18m+

Puzzle Pairs
Vehicles
for ages 18m+

44

Product features
Trains logical thinking and concentration
Promotes hand-eye coordination
Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality,
thick cardboard
The small, travel-friendly box with a practical
handle is perfect for on-the-go fun and makes
a great gift

Develops
logical thinking

Packaging dimensions
13.5x13.5x6cm/5.5x5.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Animals
Single piece size:
roughly 6.5x6.5cm/2.5x2.5”
Vehicles
Single piece size:
roughly 10x8cm/4x3”
Set contains
Animals
20 pieces/10 puzzles
Vehicles
12 pieces/6 puzzles
Simple 2-piece puzzles are a fun way to train
motor skills and logical thinking. They encourage
young puzzle lovers to take their first steps in
assembling friendly animals or vibrant vehicles.
Once the puzzles are completed, kids can learn
animals, vehicles and colors.

Excellent for training
motor skills

45

Mini Boxes

Little Animals
for ages 2+

Little Creatures
for ages 2+

46

Product features
Trains logical thinking and creativity
Promotes hand-eye coordination
Puzzle pieces are made of high-quality, thick
cardboard
The small, travel-friendly box with a practical
handle is perfect for on-the-go fun and makes
a great gift

Packaging dimensions
13.5x13.5x6cm/5.5x5.5x2.5”
Product dimensions
Each puzzle measures 14x12.5cm/5.5x5”
Each set contains
20 pieces
5 puzzles
These 4-piece puzzles let children build five
friendly animals or invent completely original
creatures from their imaginations. Once the
puzzles are assembled, kids can create stories,
learn more about the animals or imitate the sounds
they make. Perfect for on-the-go fun thanks to the
small, convenient box.

5 beginner puzzles
or fun animal
combinations
Encourage kids
to experiment
and explore
47

Flash Cards and Books

The Way I See It
Educational Flash Cards
for ages 0m+

48

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Stimulates baby’s brain and develops concentration

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Play between parent and child builds a closer bond
Extra-large cards are made of high-quality, thick
cardboard, convenient for parents
Includes a guide prepared by a child psychologist on
the importance of encouraging brain development
at an early stage
The handy box with a practical handle makes it
a great gift

Product dimensions
Card size 16x16cm/6x6”
Set contains
12 large flash cards (24 images)
NOTE: This product is intended as an educational tool
to be shown to baby. It is not a toy to be given to a child.

These double-sided, extra-large educational
cards are perfect for parents who want to support
their baby’s natural development. Contrasting
illustrations, adjusted to the visual perception of
young infants, aid in the development of visual and
spatial intelligence

Extra large format
for visual stimulation

Supports
baby’s natural
development

Perfect gift for
a baby shower party
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Flash Cards and Books

High Contrast
Flash Cards on a Ring
for ages 0m+

High Contrast
Flash Cards on a Ring
for ages 3m+

50

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Stimulates baby’s brain and develops concentration

12x18.5x6cm/4.5x7x2.5”

Encourages visual tracking and helps build visual
and spatial awareness

Product dimensions

Play between parent and child builds a closer bond

Card size 9x14cm/3.5x5.5”

Each set includes a guide prepared by a child
psychologist on the importance of encouraging
brain development at an early stage
Features a convenient plastic ring to hang the cards
The handy, medium-sized box with a practical
handle makes it a great gift

Perfect gift for
a baby shower party

Each set contains
10 flash cards bundled together on a ring
(20 images)

Double-sided flash cards with twenty large
illustrations, suitable for babies in the early months
of infancy. Simple, clear patterns, adjusted to the
visual perception of young infants, engage baby’s
attention and support visual development.
NOTE: This product is intended as an educational tool to be
shown to baby. It is not a toy to be given to a child.

Simple, clear patterns to
support visual perception
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Flash Cards and Books

Sounds All Around
Animals
for ages 1+

Sounds All Around
Vehicles
for ages 1+

52

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Encourages the child to repeat and remember

12x18.5x6cm/4.5x7x2.5”

Develops listening and speech
Fosters better communication and social development
A child-friendly, safe format provides exercise
for little hands
Each set includes a guide prepared by a child
psychologist on the importance of encouraging brain
development at an early stage
Features a convenient plastic ring to hang
the cards
The handy, medium-sized box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Product dimensions
Card size 9x14cm/3.5x5.5”
Each set contains
7 double-sided flash cards on a ring
(14 images)
These double-sided flash cards prompt children
to imitate the sounds they hear and encourage
their first words. Each page features a simple,
vibrant illustration and a word describing a sound
for imitation. The sturdy pieces are bound
together with a ring that can be removed for
more convenient use.

Fosters parent-child
interaction

Promotes listening and
speech development

53

Flash Cards and Books

Take-a-look
Picture Book
My Day
for ages 15m+

Take-a-look
Picture Book
My Year
for ages 18m+

54

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Trains observation skills, memory
and concentration

12x18.5x6cm/4.5x7x2.5”

Helps practice listening and speaking skills

Product dimensions

Develops visual acuity and attentiveness

Card size 10.5x16.5cm/4x6.5”

Allows children and parents to explore
the world together

Each set contains

A child-friendly, safe format provides
exercise for little hands

12 double-sided flash cards on a ring
(24 images)

Features a convenient plastic ring
to hang the cards
The handy, medium-sized box with
a practical handle makes it a great gift

These picture books on a ring offer a friendly and
accessible approach to concepts that are familiar to
toddlers by presenting well-known objects and events
happening every day or throughout the year.

Bright illustrations and
simple language encourage
toddlers to practice speaking

Child-friendly format
provides exercise
for little hands
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Flash Cards and Books

Little Explorers
Library
for ages 1+

56

Product features

Packaging dimensions

Helps toddlers learn first words

16.5x19x7cm/6.5x7.5x2.5”

Develops memory and concentration
Develops listening and speech
Reading and playing together helps build
a closer bond between a parent and child
The handy box with a practical handle
makes it a great gift

Product dimensions
Each book measures 12x90cm/4.5x35.5”
Set contains
4 accordion books
A collection of four accordion books that allow
young explorers to discover the world around
them. Reading “My Feelings”, “My Body”, “Fruits
and Vegetables” and “On the Farm” will foster
curiosity and imagination but most of all create
many moments of fun.

A collection of four looong
accordion books to learn first words

Handy keepsake box
with a practical handle

Develops
listening
and speech

57

Flash Cards and Books
Peek-a-boo Riddles
for ages 3 Beginner/Advanced, 4+, 5+

58

Great fun and
educational value

Help expand
vocabulary
and knowledge

Product features
Engages a child’s senses and supports
language learning
Helps expand and reinforce a child’s knowledge
and vocabulary
Awakens curiosity and imagination
Helps parents and children learn about the world
together in a funny way
Riddles can be used in a variety of ways,
for example as a picture book
The pocket-size box is travel-friendly and makes
the product perfect for on-the-go fun

Packaging dimensions
9x19.5x2.3cm/3.5x7.5x1”
Product dimensions
Card size: 8.5x16cm/3.3x6”
Each set contains
Book bound with a rivet (80 pages)

A collection of educational books containing
rhymed riddles in a unique presentation.
Illustrated fragments of the answers to the
riddles are visible through a special viewing
window, making guessing great fun! Books
for 4+ and 5+ year olds additionally feature
fun facts and activities.

Unique and engaging
rhymed riddles for
toddlers and preschoolers!
59

Backlist and Shipping Information

Suuuper Size Puzzle
Animal Match 2+

EAN
5902983490258

Suuuper Size
Memory Game 2+

SRP
$21.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 6

Suuuper Size Puzzle
On the Farm 2+

EAN
5902768336764

SRP
$21.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 8

SRP
$21.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 12

60

p. 10

EAN
5902768336788

SRP
$21.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 8

EAN
5902983490272

SRP
$21.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 14

SRP
$18.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 20

SRP
$18.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 20

Observation Puzzle
Forest 3+

SRP
$22.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 24

Observation Puzzle
Garden 3+

EAN
5902768336825

MOQ
(CTN) 4

Suuuper Size Puzzle
Alphabet Train 3+

What in the World.
Young Explorers 6+

EAN
5902768336726

SRP
$21.99

Suuuper Size Puzzle
Little Creatures 2+

Suuuper Size
Puzzles
My Body 3+

EAN
5902983490265

EAN
5902768336795

EAN
5902768336672

Observation Puzzle
Space 4+

SRP
$18.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 20

EAN
5902768336665

Looong Puzzle
Ocean 2+

EAN
5902768336702

Looong Puzzle
Safari 3+

SRP
$18.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 16

Looong Puzzle
Construction Site 3+

EAN
5902983490296

SRP
$18.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 18

SRP
$19.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 22

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 56

EAN
5902983490289

SRP
$18.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 18

EAN/ISBN
9788364039782

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 48

EAN
5902768336641

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 30

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 28

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 32

Match the Baby
Puzzles 18m+

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 26

Hands at Play
Construction
Vehicles 2+

EAN
5902768336849

p. 16

Mix and Match
Animals 18m+

Match the Buddies
Puzzles 15m+

EAN
5902983490302

MOQ
(CTN) 4

The Way I See It
Educational Flash
Cards 0m+

Little Explorers
Library 1+

EAN
9788365773449

SRP
$18.99

Looong Puzzle
Stables 3+

What in the World.
Animals Around
the Globe 4+

EAN
5902768336634

EAN
5902768336658

EAN
5902768336832

Hands at Play
Farm Animals 2+

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 32

EAN
5902768336856
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Let's Play
Animal Bingo 2+

EAN
5902768336771

Let's Play
Farm Dominoes 2+

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 34

Figure It Out Puzzle
Farm 2+

EAN
5902983490326

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 38

SRP
$11.99

MOQ
(CTN) 8

p. 42

SRP
$11.99

MOQ
(CTN) 8

p. 44
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EAN
5902983490319

SRP
$16.99

MOQ
(CTN) 4

p. 40

EAN
5902768336696

SRP
$11.99

MOQ
(CTN) 8

p. 42

EAN
5902768336801

SRP
$11.99

MOQ
(CTN) 8

p. 44

SRP
$11.99

MOQ
(CTN) 8

p. 46

SRP
$13.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 50

Little
Creatures 2+

SRP
$11.99

MOQ
(CTN) 8

p. 46

High Contrast
Flash Cards
on a Ring 0m+

EAN/ISBN
9788364039690

p. 36

Puzzle Pairs
Vehicles 18+

Little
Animals 2+

EAN
5902768336863

MOQ
(CTN) 4

First Shapes
Squares
and Triangles 18m+

Puzzle Pairs
Animals 18+

EAN
5902768336818

SRP
$16.99

Figure It Out Puzzles
Vehicles in Action 3+

First Shapes
Circles 12m+

EAN
5902768336689

EAN
5902768336757

EAN
5902768336719

High Contrast
Flash Cards
on a Ring 3m+

SRP
$13.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 50

EAN/ISBN
9788364039706

Sounds
All Around
Animals 1+

EAN/ISBN
9788364039720

Sounds
All Around
Vehicles 1+

SRP
$13.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 52

Take-a-look
Picture Book
My Day 15m+

EAN/ISBN
9788365773456

SRP
$13.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 52

SRP
$13.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 54

SRP
$9.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 58

Take-a-look
Picture Book
My Year 18m+

SRP
$13.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 54

Peek-a-boo
Riddles 3
Beginner

EAN/ISBN
9788365773579

EAN/ISBN
9788364039713

EAN/ISBN
9788365773463

Peek-a-boo
Riddles 3
Advanced

SRP
$9.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 58

SRP
$9.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 58

SRP
$9.99

MOQ
(CTN) 10

p. 58

WSP
$80

MOQ
(CTN) 1

EAN/ISBN
9788365773586

Peek-a-boo
Riddles 4+

EAN/ISBN
9788365773425

Peek-a-boo
Riddles 5+

EAN/ISBN
9788365773432

Peek-a-boo Riddles
POP (3 Beginner 4pcs.,
3 Advanced 4pcs.,
4+ 4pcs., 5+ 4 pcs.)
EAN/ISBN
9788365773524
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